
Writer’s Workbench 
Assessment Scores Module 

Dear Writer’s Workbench Enthusiast, 

No, this release does not eliminate the need for writing instructors to read students’ papers.  A computer is 
great at finding mechanical errors and providing generic mechanical improvement suggestions but is not able 
to look into the content and “read between the lines” as an English teacher can.  However, we are very 
excited about the “Assessment Scores” module.  This module can be used to help the student discover where 
to get started in revising his or her composition using some of the other 25 Writer’s Workbench analyses. 

In the Assessment Module, 22 quantifiable statistics are identified from the writer’s composition.  If the 
writer does not meet a threshold for a statistic, he or she gets “fingered” or flagged to improve that area of 
writing.  With administrative permissions, a teacher or user can “tune” the thresholds and associated 
suggestions for each of the statistics to meet the requirements for a given grade level, for an assignment, or 
for an individual student or user. 

Suggested thresholds and corresponding suggestions (if the threshold was not met) are provided in the 
“Assessment Statistics Configuration” menu, shown below. 
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Using the sample composition, “The Tempest,” and using the default settings from the menu above, the 
analysis provided to the writer would be as follows.  The writer is greeted with  when he or 
she meets the preset threshold but  is displayed when that 
statistic does not the preset threshold.  Note:  The first “threshold not met” flag indicates that this text should 
have less than 10% problematic words and phrases and then suggests a strategy to minimize those 
problematic words and phrases. 
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You can, also, log each of these statistics to a comma-delimited text file for import into Excel.  Those 
thresholds that can be set with the “Assessment Statistics Configuration” menu do not affect the results; only 
the statistics from the students’ compositions are logged to that file. 

 

1. To enable logging of the statistics coming from the Assessment module, on your keyboard, hold 
<Alt>-<Ctrl>-<Shift>O (for Options) to open the Writer’s Workbench Options Menu. 

2. Set the “Shared Printer and/or Analysis Logging?” button to “Yes.” 

3. Set the “Generate Logfile for Writing Assessment Module” to “Yes.” 

4. Now think about the path to the file that will collect your writers’ statistics.  The 
WWBAssessmentLogfile.txt file in that directory must be writable by the WWB user.  When logging 
statistics using the “Assessment Scores” module, this process is completely transparent to the user. 

5. Click on the green “Save Options” button.  Your settings will be displayed. Click “OK” to accept 
the changes. 

6. Now, open a document or use the keyboard shortcut <Alt>B to open the sample composition, “The 
Tempest”) 

7. Run the Assessment Scores module.  Close the analysis and run the Assessment Scores module one 
more time.  Close that analysis. Close Word. 

a. The first time you run the Writing Scores module, the WWBAssessmentLogfile.txt file (path 
specified above)  will be created and the heading line and statistics from the composition will 
be added to the file. 

b. The second time you run the Writing Scores module, statistics from the composition were 
appended to the end of the logfile. 
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To open the WWBAssessmentLogfile.txt file in Excel, which will provide sorting by student, statistic, or 
date, follow this proceedure. 

1. Open Excel 

2. Click File, Open, Files of type, (Use the pull-down at the bottom to select) All Files (*.*). 

3. Browse to that directory that you designated as the “Assessment Logfile Path.” 

4. Open WWBAssessmentLogfile.txt and go through the dialogues to select “comma-delimited text 
file,” as shown below. 

5. When you click Finish, a new spreadsheet will open.   

6. Adjust the column widths so that the full text in each heading cell and each statistic is readable.  

Then, your new Excel spreadsheet with your students’ statistics can be sorted and used in any way that you 
find useful.  Data and statistics from this spreadsheet can be sorted to meet your needs and saved in Excel 
format (.XLS).  You can also easily import this data into other database mananagement programs. 

If you have any problems, suggestions, or just don’t feel like reading this technical jargon, please feel free to 
call me personally. 
 
Greg Oij 
(630) 548-4219 Direct 
(888) 366-8326 Toll-Free 
(630) 369-3482 FAX 
wwb@emo.com 

Documentation also available by visiting www.writersworkbench.com and 
clicking on the  button (upper-left corner of homepage). 


